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 Name : _____________________________________ 

 

1) Here are name of animals and their babies.  Match them 

 

                             

                             cow                                                 piglet 

                             cat                                                  ducklings 

                             hen                                                 foal 

                             pig                                                  calf 

                             sheep                                              nestling 

                             duck                                               kitten 

                             bird                                                kid 

                             lion                                                chicks 

                             goat                                                lamb 

                             zebra                                              cub 

(10 marks) 

 

2) Write the following sentences correctly using the capitals, full stops and question marks where 

necessary 

 

1. ramani gave amaya an apple 

 

2. what is your name 

 

3. have you heard of taj mahal 

 

4. i met nimal on the way to school 

 

5. where are you going 

(10 marks) 

 

3) Circle the pronouns 

 

1. I love music. 

 

2. They went to the market. 
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3. The book belongs to him 

 

4. Please, tell us a story. 

(4 marks) 

4) Write the shortened form 

 

1. I am                 -    …………………… 

2. do not              -    …………………… 

3. we are             -    …………………… 

4. have not          -    …………………… 

5. she is not         -    …………………… 

(5 marks) 

5) Complete the dialogue using the expressions given in the box 

                          

Meet you      -        join me      -       sure       -       Let’s go     -       good morning 

I’m       -      grade six       -       are you      -      going       -       Roy 

 

             A    :   Hi   ……………………………………….                 

             B    :   Good morning ! 

 

             A   :    I’m  ……………..   and you 

             B   :    I’m Ruwan. 

 

             A   :   Nice to  …………………… 

             B   :   Are you in  ……………………… ? 

 

             A  :    Yes  ……………….  in grade six. 

             B  :     I’m in grade six too. 

 

             A  :    Oh! good  ………………….  new to the school? 

             B  :     Yes I am. 

 

             A   :    I’m  …………………… to the canteen. 

                        Will you  ………………………. 

 

             B   :     ………………….  I will 

             A   :     …………………. 

(10 marks) 

6) Join the following sentences with     “ and  “    or     “ but “ 

 

1. Open the door. 

Come in. 

* 
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2. Kamal wants to buy a bicycle. 

He hasn’t got enough money. 

* 

 

3. My little brother dropped the cup. 

It broke. 

* 

 

4. Pat had his breakfast. 

Pat went to school. 

* 

(8 marks) 

 

7) Read the passage and answer the questions 

 

I am Amali.  My class is grade 6A.  There are twenty children in my class.  The classroom is not 

big, but it is beautiful.  The walls are pink.  There are a lot of colourful pictures and charts.  There 

is a big white board. There is wooden table with a beautiful vase on it. The desks and chairs are 

yellow in colour.  There is a steel cupboard and a ceiling fan too. 

 

               

1. How many children are there in the classroom?   …………………………………… 

 

2.  Is it a big classroom?  ……………….. 

 

3. List the objects in the classroom 

 

…..................................                ………………………… 

………………………..                ………………………… 

………………………..                ………………………… 

……………………….. 

 

4. What words are used to describe the following objects 

 

………………………..   picture 

………………………..  whiteboard 

………………………..  cupboard 

………………………..  fan 

………………………..  table 

………………………..  vase 

(15 marks) 
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8) Read the poem and answer the questions given below 

 

The vulture 

 

The vulture eats between his meals 

And that’s the reason why 

He very, very rarely feels 

As well as you or I 

 

His eye is dull, his head is bald 

His neck is growing thinner 

Oh!  what a lesson for us all 

To only eat dinner 

- Hilaire Belloc - 

 

1. Which word rhymes with why  ?  ……………. 

2. Which word rhymes with feels ?  …………….. 

3. Write the word which rhymes with thinner  -  ……………….. 

4. Write the adjective of these words 

                                           

                                             ……………..    eye 

                                             ……………..    head 

(10 marks) 

9) Fill in the blanks using past form of the verbs in brackets 

 

The fox and the piece of cheese 

 

                        One day a crow  ……………….. (steel) a piece of cheese.  It  …………..  (fly) and  

…………  (sit)  on a branch of a tree with the piece of cheese in its mouth.  A fox   …………..  

(see)  it. 

 

                        The fox  …………  (be)  hungry.  It  ………………..  (want)  the piece of cheese.  

The fox ………………  (look) at the crow and  ……………..  (say) “How beautiful your feathers 

are. How nice is your beak.  I think your voice is very sweet, too.  Will you sing a song for me?” 

 

                         The crow  …………. (be) happy at the fox’s words and  …………………..  (open) 

its mouth to caw.  At once the piece of cheese  ………….  (fall)  to the ground.  The fox  

……………  (take) it and  …………  (run) away. 

(13 marks) 

 

10) Write an essay about  “ My school ”  (use about  75  words)                                              

((15 marks) 
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